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Abstract
Hypophosphatasia (HPP) is caused by pathogenic variants in the ALPL gene. There is a large continuum in the severity,
ranging from a lethal perinatal form to dental issues. We analyzed a cohort of 424 HPP patients from European geographic
origin or ancestry. Using 3D modeling and results of functional tests we classified ALPL pathogenic variants according to
their dominant negative effect (DNE) and their severity. The cohort was described by the genotypes resulting from alleles s
(severe recessive), Sd (severe dominant), and m (moderate). Many recurrent variants showed a regional anchor pointing out
founder effects rather than multiple mutational events. Homozygosity was an aggravating factor of the severity and moderate
alleles were rare both in number and frequency. Pathogenic variants with DNE were found in both recessive and dominant
HPP. Sixty percent of the adults tested were heterozygous for a variant showing no DNE, suggesting another mechanism of
dominance like haploinsufficiency. Adults with dominant HPP without DNE were found statistically less severely affected
than adults with DNE variants. Adults with dominant HPP without DNE represent a new clinical entity mostly diagnosed
from 2010s, characterized by nonspecific signs of HPP and low alkaline phosphatase, and for which a high prevalence is
expected. In conclusion, the genetic composition of our cohort suggests a nosology with 3 clinical forms: severe HPP is
recessive and rare, moderate HPP is recessive or dominant and more common, and mild HPP, characterized by low alkaline
phosphatase and unspecific clinical signs, is dominantly inherited and very common.

Introduction

Hypophosphatasia (HPP) (MIM 241510, 241500, and
146300) is a rare inherited disorder that mainly affects bone
and teeth mineralization [1–3]. The prevalence of severe
forms has been estimated to 1/300,000 in Europe [4] and 1/
100,000 in North America [5]. HPP is caused by loss-of-
function variants in the ALPL gene on 1p36.12 encoding the
Tissue Nonspecific Alkaline Phosphatase (TNSALP or
TNAP) [6, 7]. The clinical spectrum of HPP is extremely

variable, ranging from the very severe, mostly lethal, peri-
natal form to the mild form of late adult onset presenting
with nonpathognomonic symptoms such as arthropathy and
musculoskeletal pain. A classification primarily based on
the age of diagnosis and the presence or absence of bone
symptoms is currently used: perinatal, prenatal benign,
infantile, childhood, adult and odontohypophosphatasia
(odontoHPP). The latter form presents as only dental
manifestations. These classes of severity overlap, for
instance a patient with HPP manifestation before 6 months
may have milder symptoms than another patient with first
symptoms appearing at 10 months [8, 9]. Features leading
clinicians to suspect HPP differ depending on the age of the
patient, and in the age group, some symptoms may be
present or absent. The most common symptoms shared at
any age are defective mineralization of bone and/or teeth,
premature loss of teeth with intact roots, and, above all,
reduced serum alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity, which
is a hallmark of ALPL variants [10].
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Severe forms of HPP, mostly perinatal and infantile, are
recessively inherited whereas moderate HPP may be dom-
inantly or recessively inherited. Dominant inheritance is
assumed to derive from the homodimeric conformation of
TNSALP needed to its catalytic activity. In heterozygotes
the mutant and the wild-type monomers can dimerize and
negatively interact so that the activity of the wild-type
monomer is disturbed by the mutant monomer (DNE).
However, there is no reason to believe that other mechan-
isms of dominance are not involved. We recently showed
that adults with mild HPP characterized by unspecific signs
of the disease may carry dominant variants that do not have
demonstrable DNE [11].

A treatment of HPP by enzyme replacement is now
available [12]. Because biphosphonates used to treat OI are
counter-indicated in HPP [13–15] the diagnosis of HPP
versus its main differential diagnosis, osteogenesis imper-
fecta, is of importance. In pediatric forms, HPP is often
diagnosed on the basis of clinical and biological data.
Genetic testing will confirm the diagnosis and allow
appropriate genetic counseling. Therefore, most of the
patients diagnosed with HPP have their diagnosis confirmed
by genetic testing [9, 16–18]. In prenatal context and in
adults displaying the mildest symptoms, the identification of
ALPL pathogenic variants is often decisive to provide the
diagnosis. Indeed, imaging, clinical, and biological inves-
tigations are limited in prenatal context so that differential
diagnoses may be difficult to exclude, especially OI. In
adult HPP, when symptoms are nonspecific, the disease is
difficult to prove even when AP is low, which has been
reported in an increasing number of common pathologies
including osteoporosis, arthropathies, chondrocalcinosis
[19], and more recently ovarian and uterine disorders [20].
Genetic confirmation of the diagnosis is therefore very
useful. However, we experienced that many patients with
mild unspecific symptoms of HPP and low ALP are nega-
tive for ALPL variants. It was not clear whether it is because
low AP may be found outside of any context of ALPL
variant, or because we missed variants in deep introns or in
regulatory sequences.

The study of ALPL variants is also crucial to understand
genotype-phenotype relationships. A particular effort was
done by various groups to test the effect of ALPL variants
by in vitro assays [21–33]. More recently a series of 155
ALPL variants including variants responsible for HPP and
variants from the general population listed in gnomAD
database were tested [34]. These functional tests allow to
classify the ALPL alleles according to their severity and
their dominant effect, and therefore to refine genotype-
phenotype correlation.

We review here genetic testing of patients addressed to
our laboratory because of suspicion of HPP or for con-
firmation of the clinical diagnosis between 1997 and 2019.

Our data provide a comprehensive picture of severe, mod-
erate, and dominant ALPL variants in various European
regions, allowing to decipher puzzling mild HPP, to esti-
mate its prevalence, and to progress in understanding of the
genotype-phenotype correlation.

Methods

Patients

The study was designed in accordance with the tenets of the
Declaration of Helsinki. All patients were referred to our
laboratory for diagnosis purpose and signed an informed
consent for genetic testing. They were suspected to have
HPP on the basis of low ALP and HPP symptoms
depending on the age of diagnosis. Apart very few excep-
tions the patients were not seen by our hospital. The clinical
form was assigned according to the description of the
physician requesting the test, with much differences from a
site to another one for clinical and laboratory data provided.
The period of study ranges from 1997 to 2019 (22 years).

The patients were classified according to their age at the
time of diagnosis: prenatal and neonatal period (perinatal
form), before 6 months (infantile form), between 6 months
and 18 years (childhood form), and >18 years (adult form).
When it was known the age of first symptoms was taking
into account for phenotypic classification.

Between 1997 and 2010 patients originated from 34
distinct countries, mostly Europe, North America and
Australia, but also few patients originated from Japan and
Middle East. North and West Europe were more represented
than South and East Europe. After 2010 the ascertainment
progressively became French as each country developed on-
site genetic tests.

Genetic testing

Genetic testing was performed by sequencing exons and
exon/intron borders of ALPL gene by Sanger methodology
and large indels detected by using Taqman© probes of
exons and qPCR. From 2014 sequencing was performed by
NGS, together with other genes involved in PPi metabolism
and in differential diagnosis of HPP [35], and large indels
by using CovCop software [36] and/or ALPL-targeted
arrayCGH.

Submission of variants and associated data

All the variants and associated data displayed here were
submitted to the locus-specific database dedicated to ALPL
variants (The TNSALP Gene Mutation Database at www.
sesep.uvsq.fr/03_hypo_mutations.php).
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Moderate and severe alleles

Functional tests were performed by various groups (see the
ALPL mutation database http://www.sesep.uvsq.fr/03_
hypo_mutations.php) but with similar and comparable
methodologies. Briefly, eukaryotic cells were transiently
transfected with either 100% of mutant plasmid or a mix
corresponding to mutant plasmid/wild-type plasmid (ratio
50/50). Most of the labs used for the transfectionsMDCK or
COS cells. After transient transfection the cells were lysed
and ALP activities were measured. We empirically chose a
threshold severe/moderate of 20% of wild-type activity and
a threshold recessive/dominant of [0.9(100+ x)/2] of wild-
type activity where x is the residual activity of the mutant.

Nomenclature of variants

The Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS) recom-
mendations were used to standardize nomenclature of all
analyzed variants [37]. The reference sequences used to
specify ALPL variants were RefSeq sequence
NM_000478.6 (identical to Ensembl sequence
ENST000000374840.8) for the coding region canonical
transcript. Protein variants are specified relative to the
amino acid sequence resulting from translation of this
transcript, specified in NP_000469.3 (identical to Ensembl
sequence ENSP00000363973.3). For the noncoding regions
(splice sites variants and large insdel) the reference
sequence NG_008940.1 was used.

3D localization

3D localization of variants was obtained by using the 3D
model of TNSALP from Mornet et al. (2001) [38].

Results

ALPL variants

The cohort consists in 424 unrelated HPP patients tested for
ALPL variants between 1997 and 2019, 166 heterozygotes
and 258 homozygotes or compound heterozygotes (Table 1
supplemental material). One hundred and sixty-six patients
originated from France, 258 from 33 other countries, among
whose 24 European, 4 with people from European ancestry
(Australia, New Zeland, Canada, USA), 5 from Middle East
(Soudi Arabia, Israel, Jordan, Tunisia, Turkey) and India
and Japan. We identified 682 mutant alleles corresponding
to 249 distinct variants. This confirms the very high genetic
heterogeneity of HPP and the very low recurrence rate of
most of the variants (in mean each allele is represented
2.7 times).

Recurrent variants are due to founder effects

We noticed a regional anchor of many recurrent variants,
c.648+1 G>A, c.407G>A p.(R136H), c.551G>A p.
(R184Q) in France, c.400_401delinsCA p.(T134H) in UK,
c.1001G>A p.(G334D) and c.119C>T p.(A40V) in Ger-
many, c.1015G>A p.(G339R) in North Europe, c.542C>T
p.(S181L) in South Europe, (c.1133A>T p.(D378V) in
USA, c.1250A>G p.(N417S) in UK and France, c.881A>C
p.(D294A) in Anglo-Saxon countries UK, USA and Aus-
tralia (Fig. 1). Together with the extreme rarity of de novo
ALPL variants [24, 39] this result indicates that the recur-
rence of these variants is due to founder effects and not to
multiple mutational events. By contrast few variants such as
c.1171C>T p.(R391C) and c.526G>A p.(A176T) were
found almost everywhere, which may indicate multiple
mutational events and/or more ancient mutations.

The most frequent HPP allele is c.571G>A p.(E191K)
that represents 9.8% (67/682) of all alleles. In France it
represents 39.0% of the moderate alleles and 9.7% (24/247)
of all alleles. It is also very common in Germany (12/70=
17.1% of all alleles) and in North Europe i.e., Sweden,
Denmark, Norway and Finland (15/40= 37.5% of all
alleles). In these countries 66.7% of patients with recessive
moderate HPP carry at least one c.571G>A (p.E191K)
allele. We confirm here our previous report suggesting that
this variant occurred on a single chromosome in North
Europe and spread throughout the rest of Europe and into
the New World as a result of human migration (not shown)
[40]. C.571G>A p.(E191K) account for the largest part of
recessive moderate HPP and the phenotypes of patients
carrying this variant range from the mildest adult form to
relatively severe forms, never lethal however.

In US patients for which only 53 chromosomes were
tested, we recurrently found the variants reported as com-
mon in this population: c.1133A>T p.(D378V), c.881A>C
p.(D294A), c.571G>A p.(E191K), c.346G>A p.(A116T)
[10]. The distribution was similar in US and in Europe, the
greatest difference concerned c.881A>C p.(D294A) and
c.1133A>T p.(D378V) that are relatively common in USA
and clearly rare in Europe. Overall the distribution of var-
iants reflects the geographic and historic proximity of the
countries.

Moderate alleles are rare

According to the functional tests the alleles were classified
in five types: normal (N), moderate (m), severe with no
DNE (s), severe with DNE (Sd) and not classifiable (NC).
NC alleles were missense variants not subjected to func-
tional tests. Non missense variants including frameshift,
termination, and splicing variants were classified s by
default. With a cut off moderate/severe set up at 20% of
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residual activity, we counted only 30 (17.4%) distinct
moderate alleles for 142 (82.5%) severe ones, 107 recessive
and 35 dominant, and 77 non classifiable alleles. In term of
allele frequencies, moderate alleles represent 29.5% (168/

568) of all alleles for which the classification was possible.
Severe recessive and dominant alleles represent 46.4%
(264/568) and 23.9% (136/568), respectively. So, recessive
moderate HPP is rare not only because recessive genotypes
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Fig. 1 Distribution of recurrent ALPL variants according to the
geographic origin of patients. Variants are shown according to their
frequency and their genetic status in ten regions defined to represent 32
countries: France/Switzerland, Germany/Austria, UK/Ireland, Bel-
gium/Netherlands, North Europe (Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Nor-
way, Lithuania), East Europe (Hungary, Croatia, Georgia, Poland,

Czech republic), South Europe (Spain, Portugal, Greece, Italy), North
America (USA/Canada), Australia/New Zeland and Middle East
(Saudi Arabia, Israel, Japan, Jordan, Tunisia, Turkey). Moderate
alleles are shown in green, severe alleles with no DNE in red and
severe alleles with DNE in purple. Variants not classified are
not shown.

Table 1 Distribution of the most
common dominant variants in
dominant and recessive HPP.

Dominant allele Number of dominant genotypes
[moderate HPP]

Number of recessive genotypes [severe
or moderate HPP]

c.1250A>G p.(N417S) 11 9

c.346G>A p.(A116T) 7 5

c.1001G>A p.(G334D) 1 8

c.668G>A p.(R223Q) 1 7

c.299C>T p.(T100M) 1 7

c.212G>A p.(R71H) 6 1

c.1172G>A p.(R391H) 3 4

c.550C>T p.(R184W) 4 2

c.1426G>A p.(E476K) 4 2

c.551G>A p.(R184Q) 4 1

c.1133A>T p.(D378V) 3 1

c.1015G>A p.(G339R) 3 2

c.512A>G p.(H171R) 0 7

Total 48 56

Reference sequences used: NM_000478.6 (ENST000000374840.8).
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are statistically less probable but also because moderate
alleles are less frequent than severe recessive alleles.
However, there are two remarkable exceptions that show a
high recurrence rate, c.571G>A p.(E191K), and c.407G>A
p.(R136H).

Dominant alleles are common in recessive HPP

The most common severe dominant allele in Europe is
c.1250A>G p.(N417S) that represents 2.9% (20/682) of all
HPP alleles and 14.8% of the dominant alleles. It is parti-
cularly prevalent in UK and in France where it is the main
cause of dominant HPP. The variant is common in Anglo-
Saxon countries (UK, USA, Australia) and rare elsewhere
except in France where it accounts for 13.5% (7/52) of
dominant alleles. The other recurrent dominant variants in
France are c.1426G>A p.(E476K), c.1015G>A p.(G339R),
c.299C>T p.(T100M), c.346G>A p.(A116T) and
c.1001G>A p.(G334D). The latter is the most common
dominant allele in Germany, reflecting the German origin of
the Canadian Mennonite community where this variant is
almost the unique reported HPP variant [41]. The variant
c.1133A>T p.(D378V) was previously reported specific of
North American patients from European ancestry [10]. In a
previous report, we estimated the proportion of dominant

alleles among severe ones in European patients to 13.4% [4].
Here, thanks to additional functional tests we were able to
refine this estimate to 35.1% (106/302), which indirectly
change our previous estimate of the prevalence of moderate
HPP [4]. Applying a proportion of 35.1% of dominant alleles
would result in a prevalence of moderate HPP of 1/2430.

Among 160 recessive genotypes with classifiable alleles,
57 (35.6%) carry at least one dominant allele. This is critical
for genetic counseling because relatives of patients affected
with recessive severe HPP may carry a dominant allele and
therefore can be affected with moderate HPP. The respec-
tive parts are very variable from a variant to another one, for
instance c.1001G>A p.(G334D) was almost found in
recessive HPP only and c.212G>A p.(R71H) in dominant
HPP only (Table 1). Globally these recessive genotypes
result in a severe phenotype.

Genotype-phenotype correlation

Allelic composition of the genotypes

The allelic composition of the genotypes is shown Fig. 2a.
Excepted for the prenatal benign form, each phenotype
shows genetic heterogeneity with 3–5 distinct genotypes.
This reflects the complexity of the clinical spectrum.

Fig. 2 Composition of
genotypes in HPP phenotypes.
Only genotypes with classifiable
alleles are included. a In our
cohort. For each phenotype the
figure shows the number of
genotypes according to our
classification of alleles. The
prenatal benign form is not
shown because this particular
form is assumed to finally result
in all but one (perinatal lethal)
phenotypes. The distribution
allow to sort genotypes
according to resulting
phenotypes: severe (divisible
into into subgroups: very severe
and severe), moderate and mild.
N normal (wild type); Sd severe
dominant; s severe recessive
(i.e., no DNE); m moderate; b In
the pediatric US cohort [10] for
comparison.
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Assuming that the issue of prenatal benign HPP is in fact
nonlethal HPP [42], i.e., all but one phenotype (perinatal
lethal), we did not include this form in the figure. However,
our results show that prenatal benign HPP was very similar
to odontoHPP and is mostly due the genotype Sd/N.

Perinatal lethal HPP

The extremities of the spectrum (perinatal lethal and
odontoHPP) are much more homogenous when compared
to other forms. Perinatal lethal HPP was due to genotypes
s/s (57%), s/Sd (19%) and Sd/Sd (9%), the 2 latter corre-
spond to the most severe genotypes and are specific for this
clinical form. By contrast, s/s genotypes were also found in
infantile HPP. Homozygotes represent 65% of the geno-
types Sd/Sd and s/s, which is a very high rate of homo-
zygosity when compared to recessive infantile HPP (28.6%)
or in the whole cohort (28.3%). Thus homozygosity for s or
Sd alleles is an aggravating factor of severity. Perinatal
cases with other genotypes than s/s, Sd/s and Sd/Sd may
actually have undetected pathogenic variants (genotypes m/
s, m/Sd, m/m) or may have been misclassified, for instance
when the pregnancy of a prenatal benign case was termi-
nated on the basis of ultrasound signs.

Infantile HPP

Four genotypes were equally found in infantile HPP, s/s,
Sd/m, s/m and m/m. This form shares genotypes with
perinatal HPP (s/s) and with childhood HPP (Sd/m and
s/m), supporting the idea that clinical heterogeneity of
infantile HPP has a genetic basis. The presence of the m/m
genotype is amazing since the expected phenotype is
moderate. We noticed that all infantile patients with the
genotype m/m were homozygous, suggesting again that
homozygosity may be an aggravating factor of severity.

Childhood HPP

Childhood HPP shares genotypes with infantile HPP (Sd/m
and s/m) and with adult and odontoHPP (Sd/N). Here again,
the genetic heterogeneity reflects the clinical heterogeneity.
In a North American cohort published in 2015 childhood
HPP was divided in two subgroups, childhood moderate
and childhood severe, mainly on the basis of radiographic
findings [10]. We noticed that childhood HPP in our cohort
and childhood severe HPP in the US cohort were perfectly
superposable in term of type and proportion of genotypes
(Fig. 2a, b) whereas the variants in the two groups were
quite different. This result supports the basis of a genetic-
based nosology of HPP.

Adult HPP

Adult patients were found to carry the genotypes Sd/N, Sd/
m and s/m, but also the two unexpected and yet most fre-
quent genotypes m/N and s/N. Interestingly these two
genotypes seem specific for this clinical form whereas they
were not observed in our previous study where we reported
that moderate (and particularly adult) HPP mostly result
from genotypes m/s and Sd/N [28] (Fig. 3).

OdontoHPP and prenatal benign HPP

Patients with odonto HPP or prenatal benign HPP mostly
carried the genotype Sd/N (60.7% and 66.7%, respectively).

Comparison whith the US cohort

In order to consolidate our hypothesis, we compared our
results with those of the US cohort published in 2015 and
composed of 173 pediatric patients (infantile, childhood,
and odontoHPP) [10]. We found that the patterns of the two

Fig. 3 Comparison of the
distributions of genotypes in
moderate HPP with our
previous study (Fauvert et al.
2009). The actual distribution in
blue is compared to our previous
study in orange [28].
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cohorts were very similar for pediatric cases and that the
genotypes s/s and s/N, specific for perinatal and mild HPP,
respectively, were quasi-inexistent in the US cohort
(Fig. 2b) suggesting that the absence of these genotypes is
linked to the pediatric nature of the cohort.

Evidence of a novel form of HPP: mild adult HPP
with unspecific signs

Adults with m/N and s/N genotypes were previously
underdiagnosed

The clinical picture of HPP dramatically changed between
1997 (a rare and mostly recessive bone disease) and 2019 (a
multisystemic, frequent in its moderate form, and mostly
dominant disease). This changes went together with genetic
testing of more and more adult patients with low serum
ALP and unspecific signs of the disease such as osteo-
porosis, chondrocalcinosis, musculo-squelettal pain and
sometimes history of fractures with no or small trauma. In
our cohort, the main reason for referral adult patients with
m/N and s/N was low or borderline serum AP associated
with unspecific signs of HPP. By dividing the cohort into 2
periods of ascertainment, 1997–2009 and 2010–2019, we
found that 81% of adults s/N and 62% of adults m/N were
studied between 2010 and 2019.

Adult with m/N and s/N genotypes are less severely
affected

We hypothesized that patients with the genotypes m/N and
s/N should be affected with the mildest form of HPP and
possibly delineate a new phenotype distinct from adults
previously tested, especially those with the genotype N/Sd.
We previously discussed the fact that the alleles s in these
genotypes have no DNE but still have a dominant effect,
perhaps because of haploinsufficiency [11]. However, this
mechanism remains to be experimentally established. By

using three severity criteria, serum AP level, age at diag-
nosis and presence of fractures, we also showed that they
were globally less severely affected. Here we confirm on a
larger sample that adults with s/N and m/N genotypes are
significantly less severely affected than adults with Sd/N
(Fig. 4). These differences of severity did not affect dental
issues that where not statistically different. However dental
issues seemed less severe (caries, bad dental condition) in
genotypes s/N and m/N than in other genotypes (char-
acteristic loss of teeth).

New insights in epidemiologic aspects

On the basis of our allele classification there are three forms
of HPP: severe HPP that corresponds to perinatal and most of
infantile severe forms, moderate HPP that includes infantile
moderate, childhood, odontoHPP and adults with specific
signs, and mild HPP corresponding to adults (and perhaps
children) with less severe and often unspecific signs (Fig. 5).

Mild HPPs is expected to be very common in the European
populations

Mild HPP may be due to s/N or m/N genotypes. If we
consider that the proportion of DNE alleles among severe
alleles is 35.1%, and that the frequency of heterozygotes for
severe alleles in the population is 2 × 1 × √(1/300,000)= 1/
274, the maximum frequency of s/N genotypes is
(1–0.351) × 1/274= 1/422. This corresponds to the case
where all s/N are symptomatic and fully penetrant. The part
due to m/N genotypes may be estimated by our finding that
moderate alleles represent 29.5% of all classifiable alleles,
so that it is expected that the frequency of m is ~1/3rd of the
totality of alleles, Thus, the frequency of moderate alleles is
1/1278. So, mild HPP due to s/N or m/N genotypes would
be [1/422)+ [2 × 1/1278]= 1/254.

According to two studies reporting screening for adult
patients with low AP and heterozygous for an ALPL

Fig. 4 Comparison of
moderate and mild genotypes
for 3 markers of HPP severity.
The figure shows only adults
with genotypes Sd/N in (blue)
and genotypes m/N and s/N
(orange). Age: age at diagnosis
in years; AP: alkaline
phosphatase in % of the lower
limit for age and sex; Age is the
age at diagnosis expressed in
years. Fractures are given in %
of patients reported with no
fractures or history of
nontraumatic or atypical
fractures.
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variant, ~50% of heterozygotes for an ALPL variant [24/52
[43], and 53/105 [20]] express a phenotype. The patients
reported carried m or s alleles only [20], or mostly m or s
alleles [43]. On the basis of these published data we applied
a penetrance of 50%, which lead to a maximal prevalence of
mild HPP due to s/N or N/m genotypes estimated at 1/508.

A new mechanism of dominance in HPP

Beside the fact that the higher proportion of dominant alleles
results in an increased estimate of the prevalence of moderate
HPP (see above), our results suggest that the genetic model
accounting for HPP is more complex than the one suggested
until now (4 alleles, 3 phenotypes) [4, 7, 8, 44]. Hetero-
zygotes for ALPL variants with no DNE express a mild form
of HPP, and must be consequently assumed to have domi-
nant HPP. Among them there are null alleles like frameshift
and nonsense variants, and hypomorphic alleles like many
missense variants. Expression of the disease in heterozygotes
for null alleles argues in favor of haploinsufficiency while
hypomorphic alleles are rather dominant by negative inter-
action between the mutant protein and another actor like the
collagen matrix. Such interaction would be similar to DNE
except that the interaction would not occur between the wild
type and the mutated TNSALPs, but between the mutated
TNSALP and the collagen matrix. Finally, we hypothesize
that mild HPP is due in part to heterozygosity for variants
with DNE, in part to heterozygosity for variants resulting in
negative interaction with collagen and in part to hetero-
zygosity for variants causing haploinsufficiency when they
are found together with triggering factors. We previously
suggested that the COL1A2 SNP p.(P549A) could be
involved in such mechanism [11].

Discussion

We report here the genetic characteristics of the cohort of
424 HPP patients tested during 22 years.

The distribution of ALPL variants in Europe shows that
most of recurrent variants result from a unique mutational
event. The variant c.571G>A p.(E191K) was probably born
in North Europe and seems to have spread through the
whole Europe, but also North America and Australia. We
did not find it in South Europe, which seems not due to the
low number of chromosomes tested since the variant was
detected only once among 40 patients originating from
Spain or Portugal [43, 45]. According to the database
gnomAD the allele frequency of c.571G>A p.(E191K) in
the general European population ranges from 1/210 to 1/410
except in the Finish population where it can reach 1/60, i.e.,
1 heterozygote for 30 persons and 1 homozygote for 3600
persons if we applied Hardy Weinberg rule. So, the allele
frequency of c.571G>A p.(E191K) in the Finnish population
is very high, similar to the frequency of the CFTR variant in
cystic fibrosis NM_000592:c.1521_1523del (p.F508del) in
North-West Europe (French Britany, UK). It has been sug-
gested that the high frequency of p.F508del resulted from a
positive selection of heterozygotes that could have been
resistant to some infections. Because its prevalence the
question of any possible advantage of c.571G >A p.(E191K)
may be addressed. However, by contrast with p.F508del,
c.571G >A p.(E191K) is moderate, which may explain its
diffusion in European populations, even if there was no
positive selection of heterozygotes.

We found that homozygosity is a factor of aggravating
severity, at least in the perinatal form where the rate of
homozygosity was very high and in infantile form where
100% of m/m genotypes with an unexpected severe phe-
notype were homozygous. This phenomenon has been
observed in other inherited disorders such as hemochro-
matosis, phenylketonuria, Tay-Sachs disease, or congenital
adrenal hyperplasia [46–49].

Another important point is that the three kind of alleles
(m, s, Sd) were found in each region, and with a prevalence
of similar scale. Besides the fact that this impacts genetic
counseling (see above), this means that we expect a similar
picture of HPP everywhere in Europe, with severe and

Fig. 5 The 3 forms of HPP
according to genetic data. The
figure summarizes a genetic-
based nosology of HPP, with
inheritance and prevalence, and
a hypothesis about the
mechanism of dominance in
mild HPP.
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moderate, recessive, and dominant HPP. The exception
concerns extra-European countries (Middle East) where
only recessive alleles s and m were detected, probably
because consanguinity lead to a high number of homo-
zygotes, but also perhaps because the number of tested
chromosomes was too low to get a comprehensive view of
ALPL alleles.

Our results show that dominant HPP is due to at least two
distinct mechanisms resulting in two distinct degrees of
severity, moderate HPP, and mild HPP. It particularly
stands out that patients with mild HPP carry a great variety
of alleles, missense variants but also splice site, frameshift,
and nonsense variants. We did not test possible DNE of
frameshift or splicing variants. However, these variants
result in not functional proteins unable to dimerize, and
consequently degraded in ER apparatus. It remains
possible that the mechanism of dominance involves aggre-
gation of the mutant protein (to be degraded) and the wild-
type protein so that they could show a DNE. It has been
shown that s alleles c.508A>G p.(N170D), c.602G>A) p.
(C201Y), c.1559del p.(L520fs*) are retained in the ER or
cis-Golgi network and subjected to degradation in the pro-
teasome [50].

When we compare the allelic compositions of our cohort
with the US cohort published in 2015 we found that the non
ascertainment of patients with perinatal or adult HPP leads
to the loss of s/s and s/N genotypes (Fig. 2b), which
strongly suggests that these genotypes are specific for these
phenotypes. A second strong argument in favor of specifi-
city of genotypes is that most of the adult patients ascer-
tained in the period 1998–2008 did not carry s/N.

Hypophosphatasia is extraordinarily heterogenous, mul-
tisystemic, with many endophenotypes: dental issues, bone
fragility, chondrocalcinosis, pain, fatigue etc. We attempted
to address the question of particular variants resulting in
particular endophenotypes. However, the high allelic het-
erogeneity did not allow to identify correlations except in
few recurrent heterozygous genotypes. This part of the
genotype-phenotype correlation was previously studied and
reported [11]. Here we just noticed that in heterozygotes
some variants were associated with particular clinical forms:
c.212G>A p.(R71H) (OdontoHPP), c.1172G>A p.(R391H)
and c.648+ 1 G>A (Adult HPP), and c.571G>A p.(E191K)
interestingly found associated with Adult HPP in France
and with Odonto HPP in North Europe. If this double
relationship is confirmed, this may corroborate the role of
regional factors triggering haploinsufficiency.

Our results have some important consequences on
genetic counseling. Parents of severe cases and hetero-
zygous for s alleles were often reported with normal phe-
notype by comparison with the index case and his/her
specific signs (fractures, low mineralization etc). However it
is expected that the parents of patients with « recessive »

severe HPP and carrying a s allele may express Mild HPP
symptoms.

In conclusion, our data suggest that HPP is composed of
three subtypes distinguishable by their genetic character-
istics and their prevalence (Fig. 5). Severe HPP (1/300,000)
is mostly due to homozygosity or compound heterozygosity
for severe variants. Note that the severe phenotype may be
easily subdivided into very severe or lethal, that includes
genotypes s/s, s/Sd and Sd/Sd, and severe nonlethal (m/m
homozygous). Moderate HPP (1/2430) is mainly due to the
dominant negative effect of missense variants, and mild
adult HPP, characterized by unspecific signs (1/508), is
possibly due to a haploinsufficiency mechanism. The new
mechanism of dominance is not clearly identified, espe-
cially whether other factors act to trigger haploinsufficiency
or not. We hypothesize a negative interaction between
TNSALP and another actor, possibly the collagen matrix
(Fig. 5).
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